above:
Pull out cabinet shelves for easy accessibility to
everyday items.
right:
This beautiful distressed, white painted and
glazed finish is perfect for the person desiring
a warm, elegant kitchen. The upscale stainless
steel appliances and accents along with the
marble counter top give this setting a modern
French Country charisma. Also featured in
this kitchen is our hand tooled, bead board
cabinets with inside lighting.
Let us help you create a kitchen with any or all
of the modern conveniences we have to offer.
Whether your specialty is a gourmet dinner or
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, we have
the extras to fit your needs.
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Amish craftsmanship makes the difference.
Before the sun comes up, and the rooster crows, the Amish have begun their day. Morning chores

oak - natural

oak - new caramel

oak - Italian

ash - natural

ash - exwalnut

cherry - natural

cherry - traditional

cherry - kenrose

maple - natural

maple - cider

birch - natural

birch - honey

birch - special cordovan

hickory - authaze

hickory - new lily

on the farm start very early, and after a hearty breakfast and a prayer of thanks, the family begins
work in the wood shop. Because their shops are not equipped with electricity, the Amish work exclusively with hand tools. With attention to detail and craftsmanship, much time and care is given to
their craft creating heirloom works of art. Amish cabinetmaking is a family business, and the small
children watch and learn with anticipation. Hard work and dedication is the Amish way of life, but
they also take time to play. Sunday is a day of rest, reflection and thanks for their many blessings.
The quality and lasting beauty of Amish crafted furniture is respected and revered nation wide.
Because Amish craftsmen get their inspiration as well as their guidance from their ancestors, you are
buying a piece of American family history. Beneath the hand rubbed finish, the elegant grain and
the subtle details, lies generations of commitment to quality and hard work.
More than just beautiful cabinets, Rosemark custom Amish cabinetry reflects who you are, and the
memories you want to create. Your Rosemark kitchen will be the heart of your home. Rosemark,
the mark of excellence.

Add a slide out cutting
board to give you that extra
work space you may feel your
smaller kitchen is lacking.

choose
your

F insh
antique white

You can match your existing wood work, or choose the look you have
always wanted, and set the theme for the rest of your home. Our finishes
create beautiful color and style that reflect your personal vision.
below: Really express yourself! We offer painted, and/or glazed, distressed
or stained finishes that you can mix & match in any way that you choose.
Here are just a few samples of unique finishes we have to offer.

distressed white

sienna red

antique sage

antique sage

The mark of excellence . . .
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Dwell in

R

efinement

Rich woods, high tech ease, and true livability doesn’t have to be a
pipe dream any more. Wrap your family in beautiful yet functional living.
A kitchen that truly is the heart of the home is a luxury no one should
have to do without.

above:
We have a wide variety of natural stone
and marble counter tops to choose from.
Create an island work station with or
without a sink to add functionality to
your kitchen.

above:

above:

Just one of the beautiful views of this kitchen.

At Markham Home Improvements, we

Featured is a beautiful built-in hutch and an

customize your kitchen to your creative

attached kitchen table. The opaque glass cabi-

tastes. Here we have blended two differ-

nets add a dynamic edge without showing the

ent woods to meet our clients vision.

contents of your cabinet. What a great idea!
left:
Not happy with your refrigerator being the
above:

focal point in your kitchen? Just blend it in

Beautiful natural cherry wood, stainless steel appliances

with the cabinets, and draw the attention

and decorative stone wall tile make a truly elegant and

back to your creative cooking.

contemporary statement.
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select your

S

tyle

above:

Whether your style is traditional, contemporary or French

Custom beaded inset cabinet doors.

Country, we have the cabinet styles, hardware, and options

1/2”- solid wood dove tail drawer

that are sure to hit the mark. We stock 9 standard cabinet

with full roll out. Bread drawer

styles and have an (almost) endless selection of custom

with acrylic seal.

Mix & match
custom features
to fit your
lifestyle.*
* Give us your kitchen challenge, and we
will craft a custom solution specific to your

cabinets to choose from. Our experts can even match your

needs. We offer these (pictured) features

existing cabinet style.

and many more.

Details that

classic cathedral

waterford

mission

imperial crest

P

lease,

storage designed
for ease.

above:
No more digging in your cabinets and
pantry for the perfect spice. Our pull
out rack means always having an
attractive and organized display of
your favorite seasonings.
left:
Easy to use flatware organizer, pull out
garbage can and vertical storage for
cookie sheets

colonial arch
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hallmark heritage

renaissance

providence square
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